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Food books today sit on two sides of a dark and wide divide:
the first are the celebratory books that propound new and
wonderful ways of eating and ways that can change your
body, your life, and your relationship to nature and your local
community; in other words, transformative books that prom-
ise to change your overall view of yourself and, subsequently,
your world. These books often attack an enemy: industrial
agriculture, processed food, Monsanto. The way to vanquish
this enemy is to change behavior, one’s own and others. In
particular, these books are a cry to—as The Nation put it—
Bwake up^ oneself and others to a new way of eating. These
are generally popular books written by popular writers, by
chefs or by writers who belong to non-profits that take on this
mission.

There is another category of food book, generally written
by academics, driven by a different set of motivations. These
researchers often take the first set of authors as their subjects,
asking whether or not this celebration of alternative food and
agriculture is effective and inclusive. Often from a frame of
critical race studies or social justice, this group asks whether
or not there is one alternative way to eat, or one alternative
world to Bwake up^, where food will be Bgood and fair^—as
Slow Food puts it—for all.

Jessica Hayes-Conroy’s book is in that second category.
Yet, like many authors of such books, she is not interested in
tearing down a movement. She sees herself very much a part
of it, but she also sees some real concerns. This look at food
movements joins the work of a group of scholars, many of
whom come out of the San Francisco Bay Area, who look at

food movements from a more critical lens, not to support
industrial agriculture or excuse Monsanto but to understand
when the movement can meet more than the needs of a small
group of people, the ones who tend to be at the average
farmers market: white and middle class. She wants to explore
the feelings of this group and others about food since, as she
states, BFeelings are important to activism^ (p. 187).

For Hayes-Conroy, the issue is viscerality. She has been
working in this area for most of a decade and has carved out
a unique research agenda and perspective. She looks at bodily
reactions as data, a tough thing to measure but a worthwhile
quest. In her work in the food movement, she finds activists
teaching children to eat well in school food projects by show-
ing them how much better Bgood^ food tastes, that is, creating
Bsensory education initiatives that will magically unlock ‘cor-
rect’ food behavior by compelling students to use their
senses^ (p. 10). The assumption here is that Bstudents’ sensory
perception exists as a natural/essential category that is both
prior to and distinguishable from their social experiences
and intellectual development.^ In other words, food activists
work on the assumption that there is one good visceral reac-
tion to the world and that they can change behavior by show-
ing the benefits of this universal body-world relationship.

To test this assumption, Hayes-Conroy first had to design
her own tools. While most books nowadays, especially ones
like this one derived from a dissertation, tend to leave out the
methods section, or relegate it to an appendix, it is important
to say that Hayes-Conroy’s theory and methods chapters are
front and center, and two of the most important chapters in the
book. Defining viscerality as Bthe ways in which bodies come
to sense and judge and (re)act,^ she lays down a methodology
for exploring these embodied behaviors. I would hand any
graduate student these chapters if he or she were going to do
similar work. She supplies these chapters with quotes from her
very in-depth and probing interviews—getting people to think
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about their bodily reactions to food. What she asks is, do
people respond viscerally in the universal ways food activists
suppose? To do this, she delves deeply into feminist theory of
the body, especially ideas about relationality and performance.
I was surprised that she did not draw on affect theorists such as
Elspeth Probyn and Sara Ahmed, but her ideas definitely point
toward this work. Also, unlike many affect scholars, Hayes-
Conroy is a field-working empiricist and she goes into the
field with a theoretical toolbox that does the trick. And what
she finds is that, indeed, Bvisceral reactions are not natural,
pre-political bodily impulses^ (p. 188).

In particular, Hayes-Conroy works from feminist theories
of embodiment, particularly Butler’s debunking of essentialist
ideas of the female body. From a feminist perspective, if the
body is not tied to particular natural gendered essences, why
would taste be any more natural and universal? She also uses
philosopher Susan Brison’s work on embodiment, which
shows that Bsocial norms and identities are given material
legitimacy, and also resisted, as they are (re)evaluated through
conscious and subconscious bodily judgments and reactions^
(p. 25).

With this in mind, Hayes-Conroy chose two case study
schools, one in cosmopolitan foodie Berkeley and another in
a working class community in Nova Scotia, as comparisons.
She chose places with a very different politics and culture to
see how the food movement fared in these two places. In
Berkeley, she in particular found a viscerality of difference
around race, whereas in Nova Scotia it was around class.
These findings were to be expected, and a number of scholars,
Rachel Slocum and Julie Guthman among them, have made
similar points.

However, Hayes-Conroy goes one step beyond. These are
schools, after all, and schools are a place to learn. This is
where Hayes-Conroy begins to explore issues of education:
the universalizing idea of good food and supposed universalist
ideas that educators can teach as Bcorrect^ knowledge. What
to do in a world of visceral and intellectual difference? This is
Hayes-Conroy’s most important achievement, one that comes

from her well-formulated method: she shows how schools can
be inclusive teachers of new ways to live, by providing stu-
dents with Bstructured-yet-flexible spaces in which to negoti-
ate their own roles in food decision making^ lessons that Bare
significant beyond garden and cooking classrooms.^ In this
way, education becomes a Bbroadening of what learning looks
and feels like^ (p. 189).

This is what she sees in the best of her classroom
cases, where students learn new things about taste as they
learn about themselves. Kitchens become places where
teachers and students are in smaller groups and, in the
teachers’ words, Bwe can hang out with them more^ (p.
182). Responding to the critique that alternative food
spaces are Bwhite^, one school garden teacher responded,
BI am also finding that some kids who come from disad-
vantaged neighborhoods, they really take pride in what
they are creating here… I think that what is racist is ac-
tually saying that these programs are Bwhite^, because it
[discounts the work that] these kids put into it^ (p. 125).
In the end, Hayes-Conroy finds that school food spaces
are where flexibility happens, Bwith the novelty of the
food experiences themselves—the wildness or craziness
of the tastes^ because the best of these pedagogies
Ballow(s) for and encourage(s) variation and experimenta-
tion when it is feasible to do so^ (p. 189). This is the next
jumping off point for studies of race and alternative food,
and it would have been worthwhile to see more of this
kind of discussion, especially at the end of the book.

In the end, flexibility and creativity become the partners
of tolerance and respect for difference in the classroom. In
part, the success of these classrooms comes from the
visceralities that students bring to it and the hands-on
way they learn from the teachers and from each other.
Hayes-Conroy’s study gives warning to the ways in which
teachers through rigid ideas of good eating can fail to
connect with their students but also about how a
Bcontextual and negotiated bodied curriculum^ can teach
students so much more.
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